ABSTRACT
It is the generation of pig waste-based power using biodigestors. To enable the connection of this type of distributed power to COPEL's grid there are some special measures that must be taken in order to

INTRODUCTION
One of the main functions of the distributed generator protection systems connected to subtransmission grids or those that distribute electric power is to immediately interrupt the connection whenever an islanding occurrence is detected. Islanding occurs when part of the electrical grid is disconnected from the rest of the distribution company's system, but is still energized by one or more distributed generators connected to it, forming an isolated subsystem of the distribution company. Such occurrence should be avoided as it is a safety hazard to both people and equipment, as well as it can deteriorate the quality of power delivered by the Paper 0199 CIRED2009 Session 3
Paper No. 0199 distribution company to their customers. This study analyses and presents the main adjustments made and tests run to assess and adjust anti-islanding protection relays for synchronous generators. The main relays used for this type of generation connection are small-sized, comprising phase-shift relays or "jump relay", conventional sub/over-frequency relays and sub/over-voltage relays.
PROBLEMS ENSUING FROM GENERATORS OPERATING UNDER ISLANDING
Problems ensuing from small generators operating under the islanding mode, which are connected to electrical systems of power distribution companies, are related to operational safety and personal safety, affecting distribution companies and third parties, and causing technical and commercial problems in terms of nominal value variance in power supply (voltage and frequency) and legal problems, which are listed below: [2] • Due to the new configuration that will result from generator islanding, after the circuitbreaker that services the feed circuit substation is opened, it is possible that protection equipment that still remain in the system will suffer decrease of sensitivity and incoordination, among which: fuse links, repeater fuse keys, reclosers and circuit-breakers with protection relays.
• The new resulting configuration may cause variation of value for the supplying of voltage and frequency for other consumers that continue to be fed by the islanded generator, whereby those values could be outside limits set forth by the regulating agency, either in excess or in the lack of.
• As the distribution company's protection equipment has recloser relays that enable the circuit to be reactivated should short-circuit situations occur up to 3 times, it is necessary to install devices to enable generators to reconnect only after they have been checked for synchronism and voltage in the generator's circuit-breaker connection.
• If generators continue to feed part of the distribution circuit after a failure has occurred and if the protection located at the point where the generator connects to the distribution system fails to lockout, safety problems may occur involving technical personnel from power companies and outsourced personnel, as there will be energized cables on the ground lacking activated support to eliminate this type of fault.
VECTOR JUMP RELAY
The vector jump relay or voltage jump relay is installed to operate the generator's circuit-breaker coupling to the distribution system, the operation principle of which is based on angle displacement of the phase between the generator's internal voltage "Eg" and the voltage at the generator's terminals "Vtg". As shown in Figure 1 , under the permanent regime there is dVi voltage drop between the generator's terminal voltage "Vtgi" and the generator's internal voltage "Egi", due to voltage drop caused by the generator's current during its Xd synchronized reactance. There is " " angular discrepancy between the generator's terminal voltage and the generator's internal voltage, Figure 1a . Manufacturers of those relays recommend values within 4-12 degrees range, depending on the type of generator and grid to which they will be connected.
CONFIGURATION UNDER STUDY
The 34.5kV distribution system that was tested is located in the Foz do Iguaçu region, as shown in the single-wire diagram in Figure 2 , comprising the following elements. 
PROTECTION SYSTEM TO CONNECT GENERATORS TO 34.5 KV FEEDERS
The diagram presented in Figure 3 shows the minimum protection system with trip points for coupling small-size generators to COPEL's Distribution System 34.5 kV feeder. [3] NOTE -Generator protections have not been addressed, which will be assessed and installed by the autoproducer.
Protection Functions that should be incorporated to the system in Figure 3 :
• Phase and neutral current overcurrent, instantaneous and timed -50/51 -50/51N 
LAB TESTS
Tests were carried out using ATP-developed cases, whereby operating conditions and scheduled short-circuit tests we simulated for field conditions, as per Figure 4 . TEST RESULT -KG_52a circuit-breaker was opened when the vector jump relay was triggered, with 89 ms. 
FIELD TESTS
After lab test results were approved, a panel with protection equipment was installed at Granja Colombari and short-circuit and anomaly tests and real simulations were run on COPEL's distribution system at the point of connection, as shown in Figure 5 . Ten field tests were scheduled and run. 
TEST RESULTS
Test 4 consists in mounting the generating unit in parallel with COPEL's distribution grid. ACTION: To cause a single-phase short-circuit on the 34.5 kV distribution grid, São Vicente circuit, at the test point, as per the single-wire diagram in Figure 2 , next to the circuit source. ANTICIPATED RESULT -Protections on the generator's circuit-breaker are triggered causing it to halt operation before the feeder is automatically started up again. TEST RESULT -Circuit Breaker was opened when the vector jump relay was triggered, with 61 ms operating time as shown by oscillography in Figure 6 , when the generator's current was halted. 
SUMMARIZED RESULTS TABLE
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the study of the oscillograms and measurement results, and data ensuing from field tests, it is shown that 90% of the tests were run under the protection of "Vector Jump" relay triggering for different types of simulations and tests, among which are phase-ground short-circuits next to the source, phase-ground short-circuits next to the load, phase opening at the feed circuit, phase-phaseground short-circuits, which caused the removal of the motor-generator unit operating in parallel with the distribution system, whereby time of operation of protection units were 60-80 milliseconds.
Considering that is a low-cost type of protection compared to a complete protection system for generator connection operating in parallel with distribution systems, and based on results observed during simulations and field tests, we deem that the protection system in place using a jump vector relay performed as anticipated; operation involved a motor-generator unit run on methane gas in parallel with COPEL's distribution circuits for the Granja Colombari pilot project. The system is still operating in parallel, and quantities and occurrences in the generator and feeder are being monitored via test, so that throughout a one-year period it will be able to define if the system is performing satisfactorily for all occurrences observed, thus making it possible to define that system as a standard to create a Standard Norm for this type of connection.
